
Boom Boom Bass
拍数: 32 墙数: 4 级数: Improver

编舞者: Ben Murphy (DE) & Sascha Wolf (DE) - 8 July 2024
音乐: Boom Boom Bass - RIIZE

*1 Tag

Part 1 Siderock - behind side cross - Siderock - behind side cross
12 RF to side - LF back on place
3&4 RF cross behind LF - LF to side - RF cross over LF
56 LF to side - RF back on place
7&8 LF cross behind RF - RF to side - LF cross over RF

Part 2 Heel Digs 3x - Clap - Shimmys fwd & bwd
1&2&34 R heel fwd - RF close to LF - LF heel fwd - LF close to RF - R heel fwd - clap
5 6 Bring your weight fwd to RF while you shake your shoulders
7 8 Bring your weight bwd to LF while you shake your shoulders

Part 3 Ballchange Grind - Ballchange cross side - unwind turn - cross chassé
&12 R Ball close to LF - Step fwd with L Heel and turn 1/4 l - back to RF
&34 L Ball close to LF - RF cross over LF - LF to side
5 6 RF point cross behind LF - Turn 1/2 to right while transfer weight to RF
7&8 LF cross over RF - RF to side - LF cross over RF

Part 4 Whisk step - Step Bumps Step
1&2 RF slightly diagonal forward - LF lock behind RF - RF on place
3&4 LF slightly diagonal forward - RF lock behind LF - LF on place
5 6 RF Step fwd - Heel bump on both feet while you turn 1/4 to left
7 8 Heel bump on both feet while you turn 1/4 to left - LF step fwd

Tag after Wall 7 - its a Break in the music
1234 RF to side - hold - hold - Weight back to LF

https://www.copperknob.co.uk/zh-CN/stepsheets/184890/boom-boom-bass

